
AHMAD v. WIGEN EXTRADITION: WEAPON AGAINST
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM OR VIOLATION OF DUE

PROCESS?

INTRODUCTION
A war is raging around the globe; a war with terrorists. It affects

everyone's life. How should the United States combat this threat while
maintaining our basic constitutional guarantees? One such instance
recently arose in the case of Ahmad v. Wigen', which concerned the
extradition2 of a Palestinian born, naturalized American citizen named
Mahmoud El-Abed Ahmad. The case succinctly illustrates the deli-
cately balanced process of extradition and some of the major legal,
as well as moral, issues involved in dealing with international terror-
ism.

The process of extradition is embodied in statutes,3 while the de-
tails of extradition are controlled by treaties with foreign nations. In
Ahmad, the Second Circuit affirmed the extradition of the petitioner,
Ahmad. The court found probable cause to believe that petitioner had
committed the crimes alleged and that the crimes were covered under
the Treaty of Extradition with Israel. The Second Circuit also found
that the district court had proper jurisdiction to hear the case. 4

This casenote begins by providing background on the mechanics
of international extradition including due process, the political offense
exception to extradition, and whether investigation of due process in
the requesting country is appropriate. The background information
discusses the procedures involved in hearings on extradition requests
and the writ of habeas corpus, and the subsequent denial of the writ

910 F.2d 1063 (2d Cir. 1991).
2 Extradition is the surrender of an individual, accused or convicted of an crime, from

one nation to another. The offense was committed outside of the extraditing nation's territory,
and within territorial jurisdiction of the requesting nation, which, being competent to try and
to punish him, demands his surrender. Stevenson v. United States, 381 F.2d 142 (9th Cir.
1967).

Also note that United States citizenship does not bar extradition by the United States.
Charlton v. Kelly, 229 U.S. 447, 467 (1913).

Extradition is distinguished from deportation, which is the banishment to a foreign country,
of an alien, because her presence is not consistent with public welfare. Punishment is not
intended or contemplated. 8 U.S.C. § 1251 (1988).

18 U.S.C. § 3184 (1988).
4 Ahmad, 910 F.2d at 1064-66.
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by the circuit court of appeals. Key issues addressed later in the anal-
ysis include due process and rights of the accused during the extra-
dition hearing; the "political offense" exception or defense to
extradition; and the development of a standard, such as the Law of
Armed Conflict, for measuring whether an alleged criminal act is po-
litical or not. Finally, the issue of whether a United States court may
properly consider the due process procedures of the requesting country
will be examined.

I. BACKGROUND

Extradition involves two constitutional provisions. The first is
judicial review of controversies.' The second provision is the power
to make foreign policy through treaties - extradition being one of
the tools available. 6 For a foreign power to demand the extradition
of an accused criminal, a treaty between the U.S. and that country
is required.7 Without the treaty, the individual cannot be extradited.'

A. Due Process

When a foreign nation, party to an extradition treaty with the
United States, requests the extradition of a fugitive the court first must
determine whether it has jurisdiction. 9 Upon satisfaction of that re-
quirement, it determines whether there is probable cause to believe the
defendant is guilty of the crime charged.' 0 Throughout the proceed-
ings, both U.S. citizens and aliens are entitled to due process of law."

A magistrate determines the outcome of these issues at a hearing
similar to a preliminary hearing in a domestic criminal case. 2 Since
the hearing is not a trial and only a determination of probable cause,
the magistrate's determination is not appealable. 3 If the state loses,

' U.S. CONST. art. III, § 2, cl. 1.
6 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
7 See, e.g., Ramos v. Diaz, 179 F. Supp. 459, 460-61 (S.D. Fla. 1959).

Factor v. Laubenheimer, 290 U.S. 276, 287 (1933).
Messina v. United States, 728 F.2d 77, 79 (2d Cir. 1984).

0 Coleman v. Burnett, 477 F.2d 1187, 1202 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (probable cause must be
"sufficient to cause a person of ordinary prudence and caution to conscientiously entertain a
reasonable belief of the accused's guilt"), cert. denied, 426 U.S. 937 (1976).

Neely v. Henkel, 180 U.S. 109, 122 (1901).
2 Ahmad v. Wigen, 910 F.2d 1063 (2d Cir. 1990).

13 However, the Secretary of State always makes the final judgment whether to extradite.
Ahmad v. Wigen, 726 F. Supp. 389, 411 (E.D.N.Y. 1989).
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it's only option is to seek another hearing from another court or judge.
If the defendant loses, her only option is to file a writ of habeas cor-
pus. 14

The state's new request for extradition is reviewed de novo by the
sitting magistrate. 5 A second hearing does not violate the rule of res
judicata; multiple extradition proceedings are acceptable since no trial
has taken place.16 The traditional rules of double jeopardy are also
inapplicable since no trial or verdict on the merits occurred. 7 The only
limit on extradition requests is a good faith determination that the
government's new extradition request is warranted.' 8

If the government's second extradition request is granted, the de-
fendant has the right to file a motion for habeas corpus. This motion
is the only available recourse to an extradition approval, since there
is no appeal at this stage.19 The scope of the habeas corpus review is
limited, however, as it is not "a means of rehearing what the certi-
fication judge or magistrate already has decided." 20 Review of the ex-
tradition magistrate's findings of fact are governed by the clearly
erroneous standard while mixed questions of law and fact or questions
of law only are reviewed de novo. This review would include the mag-
istrate's determination of whether the alleged crime was a political
offense or not I.2

The defendant or the state may appeal to the circuit court upon
denial or affirmance, respectively, of the writ of habeas corpus. The
standard of review at the appellate level is also clearly erroneous for
questions of fact and de novo for mixed questions of law and fact. 22

B. Political Offense

If the individual claims her extradition is for a "political crime,"
the magistrate must make a key decision based on the facts presented.
Since an extradition hearing is a civil hearing, determination that the

United States v. Doherty, 786 F.2d 491 (2nd Cir. 1986).
Id. at 503.

16 Doherty, 786 F.2d at 501.
17 Collins v. Loisel, 262 U.S. 426, 429-30 (1923).

Hooker v. Klein, 573 F.2d 1360, 1366 (9th Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 932.
Doherty, 786 F.2d at 491.

2 Ahmad v. Wigen, 910 F.2d 1063, 1066 (2d Cir. 1990).
21 Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 791 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 882 (1986).

United States v. McConney, 728 F.2d 1195, 1203 (9th Cir.)(en banc), cert. denied 469
U.S. 824 (1984).
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act was of a political character is made by a preponderance of evi-
dence. 23 The court must apply the "incidence test" first outlined in
Ornelas v. Ruiz. 24 This test is one of fact and law, and appellate review
is de novo. 25 Ornelas held that the acts committed must be incident
to the political intentions of those that committed them.26 In making
this "incidence test," the opinions of the State Department are given
great weight but are not dispositive. 27

The claim of political offense was asserted in Eain v. Wilkes2 ,
a case similar to Ahmad, but was denied because "the alleged bombing
directed at a civilian population was not incidental to political up-
heaval." ' 29 The court also found that the determination of whether a
violent political, disturbance existed is a question of fact.30

C. Due Process in the Requesting Country
Another issue concerns whether the requesting country must pro-

vide the same due process rights as those in the United States. Ahmad
did not raise this point until the habeas corpus proceeding.3' Whether
the requesting country will provide similar protections of rights to the
accused is of premier importance. If the accused receives only a sham
trial, the entire extradition process will be discredited. On the other
hand, the capability of courts to make that determination may be seen
as a political question when the State Department has, what appears
to be, sufficient information and expertise to adequately address the
problem.
II. FACTS OF THE CASE

Mahmoud Abed Atta, a.k.a. Mahmoud El-Abed Ahmad3 2 and
Mahmoud Abed Atta33 (hereinafter "Ahmad"), was involved with the

21 Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U.S. 745 (1982).
- 161 U.S. 502 (1896) (Court upheld commissioner's certification for extradition upon

finding that murder and robbery committed by Mexican bandits were not acts incident to
political revolt, insurrection or civil war).

Ker v. California, 374 U.S. 23, 33-34 (1963) (reasonableness of searches and seizures).
Ornelas, 161 U.S. at 511.
Eain v. Wilkes, 641 F.2d 504, 515 (7th Cir.) (State Department description of violent

act as not being a political act was entitled to great weight) cert. denied 454 U.S. 894 (1981).
1 Id. at 504 (petitioner allegedly placed a bomb in a refuse bin which killed two young

boys and maimed or injured more than thirty other people).
9 Id. at 523.

I Id. at 514.
, Ahmad v. Wigen, 726 F. Supp. 389, 395 (1989).

32 In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988
WL 66866, at 1).

13 In re Extradition of Atta, 706 F. Supp. 1032 (E.D.N.Y. 1989).
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Abu Nidal terrorist group. This group opposes the Israeli occupation
and settlement of the West Bank area of what was formerly Jordan.3 4

On April 12, 1986, Ahmad allegedly was part of a terrorist squad which
used Molotov cocktails and automatic weapons while attacking a ci-
vilian bus carrying Israeli settlers enroute to Tel Aviv from the West
Bank area. The attack resulted in one death and one injury 5 Sub-
sequently, Ahmad was found and detained by the Venezuelan police
on April 27, 1987. At that time, the Government of the State of Israel
attempted to have Ahmad extradited to Israel to stand trial. Extra-
dition was not possible since there was no extradition treaty between
Israel and Venezuela36. The Venezuelan authorities then decided to
expel Ahmad to the United States, his country of citizenship.3 7 On May
5, 1987, a warrant was issued and Ahmad was arrested as the Ve-
nezuelan authorities put him on a plane bound for the United States.3"
On June 26, 1987, the Government of Israel formally requested ex-
tradition of Ahmad from the United States to Israel.39

III. OPINIONS BELOW

A. First Extradition Hearing

Although many questions were raised during these three pro-
ceedings,4° the main issues involved the three elements necessary for
a lawful extradition: proper jurisdiction, presentation of probable cause
and a determination of whether the offense charged was within the
bounds of the treaty.4' Although the district court agreed with peti-

W. POLK, THE ARAB WORLD 214-30 (1980) (In June, 1967, Israel captured and has
since retained control of 1 the Golan Heights in Syria, 2 the West Bank in Jordan, and 3 the
Gaza Strip and Sinai Peninsula in Egypt).

11 In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988
WL 66866, at 1).

Id. (charges included murder, attempted murder, causing serious bodily injury with
aggravating intent, attempted arson and conspiracy to commit a felony).

37 Ahmad v. Wigen, 726 F. Supp. 389, 394 (E.D.N.Y. 1989).
39 Id.
19 Extradition was requested pursuant to the Convention on Extradition, Dec. 10, 1962,

United States - Israel, art. II, 14 U.S.T. 1707, T.I.A.S. No. 5476.
, In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988

WL 66866); In re Extradition of Atta, 706 F. Supp. 1032 (E.D.N.Y. 1989); Ahmad, 726 F.
Supp. at 389.

• In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988
WL 66866, at 1).
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tioner's argument that the West Bank area was not under the "ter-
ritorial jurisdiction" of Israel as required by the treaty, it found that
provision not controlling. 42 Without elaborating, the court determined
that it lacked jurisdiction based upon the fact that Ahmad did not
receive due process when arrested by United States authorities. It also
stated that this violation of due process could not be corrected by
United States courts if Ahmad was extradited to Israel. 43

Addressing the issue of probable cause, the court found the gov-
ernment's evidence persuasive despite Ahmad's claim that testimony
of accomplices was unreliable." The government presented nine af-
fidavits from an Israeli judge, police officials, a passenger on the bus,
two doctors who attended the wounded, Ahmad's two alleged ac-
complices and other documentary evidence.45 The two alleged accom-
plices, Ahmad Hariz and Mohammed Hariz, implicated both themselves
and Ahmad in the attack.4 Ahmad strongly protested use of his al-
leged accomplices' affidavits, claiming discrepancies in the affidavit
of Ahmad Hariz and testimony of witnesses concerning whether they
fired upon the attackers. 47 The court disagreed, however, finding that
the accomplices testimony against their own interests, coupled with the
corroborating evidence was sufficient to find probable cause. 48

Turning its attention to whether the offenses were extraditable
under the treaty, the court considered defendant's claim that the of-
fenses were "political offenses," not extraditable under article VI of
the extradition treaty.49 After a lengthy discussion of the history of
the Israeli-Palestinian problem, the court found that there was a po-

41 Id. at 4.
41 The court dismissed the government's assertion that Frisbie v. Collins, 342 U.S. 519,

reh'g denied, 343 U.S. 937 (1952), allows due process to be satisfied in court by pointing out
that the accused trial would be held in Israel. Atta, Westlaw 1988 WL 66866, at 21.

" In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988
WL 66866, at 5) (citing Eain v. Wilkes, 641 F.2d 504, 510 (7th Cir. 1981) (citing Curreri v.
Vice, 77 F.2d 130, 132 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 296 U.S. 638 (1935))).

11 In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988
WL 66866, at 4).

"1 Id.
47 Id.
4I Id. at 5 (citing United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573, 583-84 (1971).
49 Convention on Extradition, Dec. 10, 1962, United States - Israel, art. VI, 14 U.S.T.

1707, T.I.A.S. No. 5476 (paragraph 4 states: "[w]hen the offense is regarded by the requested
Party as one of a political character or if the person sought proves that the request for his
extradition has, in fact, been made with a view to trying or punishing him for an offense of
political character").

[Vol. 2:1
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litical uprising and that this act was incident to the uprising, which
brought it under the political offense exception.50 The request for ex-
tradition was therefore denied. The court found it had no jurisdiction
because of the manner in which Ahmad was brought to the United
States. Since the attack on the bus was a political act, this was not
an offense extraditable under the terms of the treaty.5'

B. Second Extradition Hearing

Following the loss in the first extradition hearing, the government
applied for a second extradition hearing. The same issues were ad-
dressed in this hearing as in the first: jurisdiction, probable cause and
the political offense exception.12

The district court found that even if the defendant's due process rights
were violated, of which it found no proof,53 the remedy would be a
due process trial. The court failed to address the previous court's claim
that due process would not be served if the defendant was extradited
to face trial in a foreign court. Reasoning that since the method of
extradition did not "shock[] the conscience" or "offend[] 'a sense of
justice,"' the due process clause was not violated.14 This serious po-
tential for violation of an accused's civil rights was glossed over with-
out further comment.

Applying the incidence test required by Ornelas v. Ruiz, the court
failed to find the indiscriminate use of violence against civilians to be
a political act.,' It also suggested the use of wartime rules of en-
gagement as the standard for determining whether an act of violence
is protected by the political offense exception.56 Further, the court flatly
rejected the reasoning in Quinn v. Robinson17 that "indiscriminate
attacks again civilians committed during an internal political struggle

1o In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988
WL 66866, at 9-15).

5' Id. at 23.
52 In re Extradition of Atta, 706 F. Supp. 1032 (E.D.N.Y. 1989).
" Id. at 1037. In reversing, the magistrate stated there was no factual basis for holding

that the due process clause was violated. The government's conduct (in asking Venezuela to
deport Ahmad to the U.S. for extradition to Israel) did not meet the "clearly defined
standards," set forth in Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. 165, 172, 209 (1951).

Atta, 706 F. Supp. at 1037.
, Id. at 1040, 1047.
56 Id. at 1042 (citing In re Doherty, 599 F. Supp. 270 (S.D.N.Y. 1984)).
51 783 F.2d 776, 806 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 882 (1986).

1991]
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constituted a political act.""' The court's reasoning, however, was un-
convincing because it allowed almost any violent act to come under
the political offense exception.

Given the rejection of this affirmative defense, the finding of
probable cause was a straightforward issue for this court. The court
found that accomplice testimony, especially with corroborating evi-
dence, as well as additional government witnesses and information
provided the preponderance of evidence required to support a finding
of probable cause.5 9

C. Writ of Habeas Corpus

Ahmad next filed a writ of habeas corpus, the only available rem-
edy upon the certification of an extradition order. Judge Weinstein
found credible evidence that Ahmad was legally deported from Ve-
nezuela. 60 He also found that the claim that the West Bank did not
come under the extradition treaty was faulty. Citing 18 U.S.C. section
2331 (1986),61 he noted that the United States, as well as Israel finds
jurisdiction over those who commit violent crimes against its citizens,
anywhere in the world. "The United States recognizes nationality of
the victim as a basis for criminal jurisdiction." 62

Finding no grounds for reversal, Judge Weinstein affirmed the
finding of probable cause63 and next considered the political offense
exception. The court then launched into a thorough discussion of types
of political offenses,64 detailing the requirements for an act to be con-
sidered a political offense. 65 Finally, the court found that the petitioner

11 In re Ext. of Atta, 706 F. Supp. at 1032, 1039-40 n.7, (E.D.N.Y. 1989).
19 Id. at 1051 (citing Eain v. Wilkes, 641 F.2d 505, 510 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S.

894 (1981)).
0 Ahmad v. Wigen, 726 F. Supp. 389, 398 (E.D.N.Y. 1989).

61 This statute provides for prosecution in the United States of persons charged with
violent crimes committed against U.S. nationals anywhere in the world.

Ahmad, 726 F. Supp. at 398.
63 Id. at 400.
" Id. at 401. The court found two categories of political offenses, "pure" and "relative."

"Pure" or directly political acts included treason, sedition and espionage, while "relative" or
incidentally political acts comprised "otherwise common crime[s] committed as a political act
or for political motives or in a political context."

63 Id. at 408 ("To come within the "relative" political offense perimeter, petitioner must
show that: 1) there was a violent political disturbance of such a degree as to constitute, in
effect, a state of civil war; 2) the acts charged were incidental to the disturbance; and 3) the
acts did not violate the Law of Armed Conflict). See also Protocol Additional to the Geneva

[Vol. 2:1
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did not sufficiently prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that
the act for which he was accused was of a political character.66 The
attack was branded a "random act of murderous terrorism. '67

Ahmad brought forth a new issue while filing for habeas corpus,
claiming he would "face procedures and treatment 'antipathetic to a
court's sense of decency." '' 68 The court, finding that it had the power
to determine if extradition would "violate universally accepted prin-
ciples of human rights," 69 then examined the alleged due process viol-
ations of the Israeli legal system. Ahmad introduced many reports
detailing incidents of torture or inhuman treatment in Israel. However,
the court noted that these documents were of limited significance since
the incident involving Ahmad occurred before the present uprising. 70

The court also stated that contemporaneous State Department reports
and other "credible" evidence indicated that "no person tried in Israel
after extradition by the United States has been denied due process." ' 7'
Satisfied with the structure of the Israeli legal system, 72 the court de-
nied the writ of habeas corpus. 73

IV. APPEALS COURT

The appeals court opinion was brief but succinct. It disagreed
with the habeas corpus court's dicta concerning the scope of a habeas
corpus hearing. The only review required was 1) whether the official
with jurisdiction was presented with sufficient evidence to find prob-
able cause to believe the appellant was guilty and 2) whether the of-
fense charged fell within the treaty.7 4

With little comment, the court found all the necessary require-
ments for extradition. The procedures for deportation to the United

Convention of Aug. 12, 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International
Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), adopted Jun. 8, 1977, 16 I.L.M. 1396 and Protocol Additional
to the Geneva Convention of Aug. 12, 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of
Non-International Conflicts (Protocol 1) 16 I.L.M. 1142 (1977).

Ahmad, 726 F. Supp. at 408.
61 Id. at 410.

Id. at 395.
69 Id. at 410.

Id. at 416.
Ahmad, 726 F. Supp. at 417.

71 Id. at 416.
Id. at 419.
Ahmad, 910 F.2d at 1064 (citing Messina v. United States, 728 F.2d 77, 79 (2d Cir.

1984).
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States were properly followed, 7 negating the due process argument
previously raised. Since probable cause was provided and proof of
guilt was not required for extradition, the court stated that petitioner's
argument was based on "either an insufficient understanding or mis-
application of the law." ' 76 The charges cited were enumerated within
the treaty and the alleged act did not fall under the political offense
exception .77

Of particular note was the dicta concerning the appeals court's
investigation of whether the petitioner would receive due process at
the hands of the Israeli justice system. Determination of the degree
of risk to the petitioner's life is more properly within the "exclusive
purview of the executive branch."S7 "It is not the business of our courts
to assume the responsibility for supervising the integrity of the judicial
system of another sovereign nation.' 79 The court ended by stating that,
as far as it knew, the Secretary of State has never directed extradition
in the face of proof of severe treatment for extradited individuals in
the requesting country. 80

The denial of writ of habeas corpus was affirmed."1 An appli-
cation for stay of extradition was denied.8 2 Mahmoud EI-Abed Ahmad
was subsequently transferred to Israeli custody and extradited to Israel
on October 30, 1990 and is awaiting trial. His two alleged accomplices
had been previously tried and convicted for the attack and are serving
life sentences.83 Justice appeared to have been done, but was it?

V. ANALYSIS

There were many issues raised during these four proceedings, ju-
risdiction, double jeopardy, res judicata and probable cause, all of
which have been addressed above. However, an issue of major import

71 Id. at 1065.
76 Id. at 1066.

" Id. "We agree that an attack on a commercial bus carrying civilian passengers on a
regular route is not a political offense. Political motivation does not convert every crime into
a political offense."

7A Ahmad, 910 F.2d at 1066 (quoting Sindona v. Grant, 619 F.2d 167, 174 (2d Cir. 1980).
79 Ahmad, 910 F.2d. at 1066 (quoting Jhirad v. Ferrandina, 536 F.2d 478, 484-85 (2d

Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 833, reh'g denied, 429 U.S. 988 (1976)).
'o Ahmad, 910 F.2d at 1067. The court went further, stating "it is difficult to conceive

of a situation in which a Secretary of State would do so."
91 Id.
82 Ahmad v. Wigen, -U.S. -, 111 S.Ct. 23 (1990).
813 Washington Post, Nov. 1, 1990, at 35, col. 1.

[Vol. 2:1
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to constitutional and civil rights was apparent. The first part of the
issue concerned the threshold question of whether courts should in-
vestigate a foreign legal system's guarantees of due process and whether
judges are capable of making that inquiry. The second part examined
the degree of analysis a court could apply in determining whether an
act is of a political character, as well as the amount of input the ex-
ecutive branch should contribute to this decision.

A. The Political Offense Exception

Who decides what a political offense is and what standards should
be used in making that decision? Those questions are at the heart of
the political offense exception.

The four Ahmad proceedings 4 are unanimous in their designation
of the judiciary as the decision maker as to whether an act is a political
offense. They also appear in accord with the importance of State De-
partment input into the process. 5

The major difference between the proceedings was the standard
used in determining that the political offense exception applied. Only
the first extradition court found that the attack on the bus was of a
political character . 6 Although reaching a different conclusion than the
subsequent courts, it based its determination on the incidence test in
Ornelas, as did the other courts. 7 Simply stated, there must be a nexus,
or incidence, between a violent political disturbance, such as a war,
revolution, or rebellion, and the act itself.88

How far the courts will go in finding a political character in what
appears to be a senseless slaughter of civilians was demonstrated in

" In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988
WL 66866); 706 F. Supp. 1032 (E.D.N.Y. 1989); 726 F. Supp. 389 (E.D.N.Y. 1989); 910 F.2d
1063 (2d Cir. 1990).

11 Eain v. Wilkes, 641 F.2d 504, 515 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 894 (1981) (State
Department views "are entitled to great weight"); Ahmad, 726 F. Supp. at 402 (State
Department plays a key role. Their views are taken into account. Courts do not operate in a
foreign policy vacuum.); Demjanjuk v. Petrovsky, 776 F.2d 571, 579 (6th Cir. 1985), cert.
denied, 475 U.S. 1016 (1986) (interpretation of treaty language "entitled to considerable
deference); Charlton v. Kelly, 229 U.S. 447, 468 (1913) ("A construction of the treaty by the
political department of the government, while not conclusive upon a court ... is nevertheless
of much weight.").

8" In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988 WL
66866, at 22).

17 161 U.S. at 692.
11 In re Extradition of Demjanjuk, 612 F. Supp. 544 (N.D. Ohio), appeal dismissed, 762

F.2d 1012 (6th Cir. 1985).
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Karadzole v. Artukovic. 9 The appellee was accused of ordering the
killing of thousands of civilians as part of his official duties as the
Minister of the Interior for Croatia. This case was widely criticized
for its result. 90 A similar case which involved a concentration camp
guard during World War II, resulted in extradition. 9' That court found
that the murder of the "innocent civilian population" went beyond
the protection of the political offense exception. 92 A civilized society
must place some kind of limits on violent acts which accomplish po-
litical change. If this is so, then what is the extent of the political
exception?

The courts vary in determining what justifies an act as being of
a political nature and entitled to the political offense exception. The
purpose of the doctrine is clear: ensuring that those who oppose the
political status quo are not unfairly punished for their acts. 93 This is
an admirable goal, but what kind of rules should be imposed on these
potential founding fathers? Would George Washington have with-
stood the political exception test?

The "[d]ecision to extradite involves principally a decision re-
garding who may have refuge here. We do not need [terrorists] in our
society." 94 If there are no rules limiting how far one can go and still
claim the political offense exception, two problems will arise. First,
the government will be inhibited in carrying out foreign policy, the

247 F.2d 198 (9th Cir. 1957) (affirmed a writ of habeas corpus to prevent extradition),
vacated, 355 U.S. 393 (1958).

On remand, surrender was denied sub nom., United States v. Artukovic, 170 F. Supp.
383 (S.D. Cal. 1959). After passage of the Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1251,
1253-54 (1982) in proceedings begun in 1984, extradition was granted, In re Extradition of
Artukovic, 628 F. Supp. 1370 (C.D. Cal. 1986), stay denied, Artukovic v. Rison, 784 F.2d
1354 (9th Cir. 1986).

" Id. at 201 (court found that this conduct was a political offense because of the political
situation at the time. Petitioner was an official of the Government of Croatia during World
War II. He allegedly carried out orders for the killing of thousands of individuals. The court
found the alleged crime not extraditable).

91 Demjanjuk, 612 F. Supp. at 571.
92 Id. at 570.
13 In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (Westlaw 1988

WL 66866, at 17) (affording protection to those seeking political change, preventing unfair
treatment, and allowing the requested state to remain neutral); Ahmad v. Wigen, 726 F. Supp,
389, 401 (E.D.N.Y. 1989) ("protect individuals' rights to foster political change through
relatively peaceful political activity"); Quinn v. Robinson, 783 F.2d 776, 793 (9th Cir. 1989)
(preserve right to foster political change and prevent unsuccessful political activists from facing
unfair treatment).

I Ahmad v. Wigen, 706 F. Supp. 1032, 1040 (E.D.N.Y. 1989).
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extradition process being an important tool of that policy. 9 Second,
society will be restricted in protecting itself from those who would
commit atrocities in the name of political change."

The Law of Armed Conflict provides a standard with widespread
support, especially concerning crimes of international proportion. 97

"Surely an act which would be properly punishable even in the context
of a declared war or in the heat of open military conflict cannot and
should not receive recognition under the political exception to the
treaty." 98 An international standard would provide warning to those
who would attack innocent civilians and would detail the types of acts
which civilized society will not tolerate. This standard also allows use
of an existing standard which many countries have helped devise and
to which they are subscribers, encouraging objective, universally rec-
ognized judicial standards. The international standards suggested are
the Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land 9

and the Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Per-
sons in Time of War.0° These international standards avoid subjective
analysis by the courts of complex international political matters, a
matter better handled by the State Department. They also increase the

91 Eain v. Wilkes, 641 F.2d 504, 515 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 894 (1981).
Id. ("We recognize the ... usefulness of the political offense exception, but it should

be applied with great care lest our country become a social jungle and an encouragement to
terrorists everywhere.").

Ahmad, 726 F. Supp. at 405. M. BASsiouNI, INTERNATIONAL EXTRADITION AND WORLD

PUaLIC ORDER 416-25 (1974) (international crimes are the exception to the political offense
exception).

Ahmad, 726 F. Supp. at 405.
" Jan. 26, 1910, 36 Stat. 2277; T.S. No. 539. Sec. II, chap. I, art. 22 states that "[t]he

right of belligerents to adopt means of injuring the enemy is not unlimited." Art. 23(c) forbids
"kill[ing] or wound[ing] an enemy who, having laid down his arms, or having no longer means
of defence, has surrendered at discretion." Art. 25 provides "[tihe attack ... of towns,
villages, dwellings, or buildings which are undefended is prohibited."

The United States and over forty other countries are signatories to this treaty. U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, TREATIES IN FORCE: A LIST OF TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL

AGREEMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES IN FORCE 373, (1990).
Im Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War,

Jan. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3516, T.I.A.S. No. 3365. Part I, art. 3(I) states "[plersons taking no
active part in the hostilities ... shall in all circumstances be treated humanely . . . the
following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever ...
(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment
and torture; (b) taking hostages; (c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating
and degrading treatment." The United States and more than twenty-five other countries are
signatories to this treaty.
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predictability of outcome of extradition cases.' 0' Both the defendant
and the state have a time-tested set of rules with which to measure
the alleged crime.

B. Due Process in the Requesting Country
The second issue is whether a United States court should consider

the individual's rights to due process in the requesting country. The
court of appeals in Ahmad'0 2 gave this issue little attention. 03 In fact,
the Second Circuit has consistently held that this issue is properly one
for the executive branch. 0 4 Although it performed an investigation of
an extradited individual's treatment in Israel, the habeas corpus court
cited a number of protections to individual constitutional and civil
rights. These include three independent protections erected as safe-
guards to the individual's due process rights. 05 First, extradition trea-
ties should only be completed with countries which have competent
legal systems. 06 Second, when conditions call for it, the Secretary of
State may refuse to extradite. Third, the courts, as an independent
branch of government, may grant a writ of habeas corpus.

The last protection is not settled and comes under the doctrine
of non-inquiry, which provides that claims of lack of due process in

1o In reaction to previous cases concerning extradition of suspected terrorists, the United
States and the United Kingdom have supplemented their extradition treaty. See Supplementary
Treaty, Extradition, June 25, 1985, United States of America - United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, 24 I.L.M. 1105. The treaty supplement specifically excludes the
following acts from the political offense exception: hijacking, hostage-taking, murder, kidnap-
ping and specified offenses relating to the use of explosives, firearms and ammunition.

1o Ahmad, 910 F.2d 1063.
103 Id. at 1066 ("A consideration of the procedures that will or may occur in the requesting

country is not within the purview of a habeas corpus judge.").
,o Sindona v. Grant, 619 F.2d 167, 174 (2d Cir. 1980) (this issue "properly falls within

the exclusive purview of the executive branch); Jhirad v. Ferrandina, 536 F.2d 478, 484-85 (2d
Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 833 (1976) (American courts should not "assume the responsibility
for supervising the integrity of the judicial system of another sovereign nation.").

105 Ahmad, 726 F. Supp. at 411.
10I Id. at 417 (the court mentioned the following criteria in evaluating due process in

Israel: 1) trials were open to the public, 2) independent judges, 3) defendants have a right to
choose their own counsel, 4) Anglo-American presentation of evidence, 5) cross-examination
of witnesses, 6) right to appeal and 7) no torture or inhumane treatment of defendants was
permitted).

Although the U.S. does not have extradition treaties with the Soviet Union, The People's
Republic of China or Cuba, it has treaties with Iraq, Peru and South Africa, T.S. 907; T.S.
288; T.I.A.S. 2243. Temporary suspension of an extradition treaty with a country with
insufficient protections is sometimes employed, such as with Iraq, but there is concern for the
timeliness of the procedure.
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the requesting country are "the exclusive purview of the executive
branch."107 The habeas corpus court is not the proper place to conduct
this initial inquiry, but as the "neutral" party, it is specially placed
to perform a threshold test for these very fundamental protections in
the requesting country. The court is not equipped to do much more,
nor should it delve into a subject area that the State Department is
better equipped to handle and works with on a constant basis.

The issue of due process and protection of a petitioner's con-
stitutional and civil rights were initially raised in the first extradition
case when Ahmad claimed he was illegally brought to the United
States. 0 8 The magistrate in the second extradition hearing disposed of
the question, by stating that "the power of the court to try a person
is not impaired by . . .reason of a 'forcible abduction.""' 0

9 While this
is true if the alleged criminal is then tried in a United States court and
receives "constitutional safeguards," 110 there is no guarantee of these
safeguards if the individual is tried in a foreign court. The habeas
corpus court appeared to strike a reasonable balance between allowing
the State Department to run foreign affairs and the judicial branch's
interest in ensuring that basic civil liberties are provided to all, es-
pecially since the extraditing country retains an interest in the fate of
the person extradited."'

Perhaps the most appropriate place at which to perform this
threshold investigation into whether the defendant will receive con-
stitutional safeguards is either at the original extradition hearing or
upon appeal. This investigation should not seek to "impose the details
of our Constitution or procedural system on a requesting country's
judicial system," '"1 2 but rather to prevent extradition of people to face
treatment that "shocks the conscience." To do less would sacrifice
the basic liberties provided in the Constitution.

CONCLUSION
"Terrorism tears the ligaments of civility and security ....

The outcome of Ahmad v. Wigen, extradition of an alleged terrorist

'o Sindona, 619 F.2d at 174.
'o In re Extradition of Atta, No. 87-0551-M (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 17, 1988) (1988 WL 66866,

at 19).
" In re Extradition of Atta, 706 F. Supp. 1032, 1037 (E.D.N.Y. 1989) (quoting Frisbie

v. Collins, 342 U.S. 519, 522 (1952)).
11o Frisbie v. Collins, 342 U.S. 519 (1952).
"I Ahmad v. Wigen, 726 F. Supp. 389, 411 (E.D.N.Y. 1989).
H2 Id.
"I Id. at 403.
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to meet justice, may provide its own satisfaction. Of equal importance,
however, is ensuring that every individual in this country receives due
process when accused of a crime. An essential element of the American
value system is a belief in fundamental rights and a concern for each
individual's civil rights. How the United States deals with those ac-
cused of the most heinous of crimes will tell a great deal about the
nation.

A sovereign nation must face those who would threaten the roots
of its society. Despite the holding of the Quinn court, that the tactics
of terrorists are irrelevant, a better approach to dealing with terrorist
acts is application of the rules of war. If an act is so abhorrent as to
be prohibited by the rules of war, it should not be tolerated during
other periods of violent change. "Political motivation does not convert
every crime into a political offense. ' '1 4 The alternative is to condone
anarchy. Extradition is one of the tools used to deal with violence and
terrorism facing the people of this world. This critical task should be
balanced with the equally important duty of providing due process of
law to those accused of a crime.

Robert E. Ryals

114 Ahmad, 910 F.2d at 1066.
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